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1 Role of Planetary Boundary Layer Processes in the Simulation of Tropical Cyclones Over

2 the Bay of Bengal
3

4 K. VIJAYA KUMARI,1 S. KARUNA SAGAR,1,4 V. YESUBABU,2 D. HARI PRASAD,3 and S. VIJAYA BHASKARA RAO
1

5 Abstract—The behaviour of planetary boundary layer (PBL)

6 schemes initialized at different life stages of a tropical cyclone

7 (TC) is studied by considering seven Bay of Bengal TC cases. In

8 each TC case, the Advanced Research Weather Research and

9 Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model is initialized at four life stages

10 (depression to very severe cyclone storm) with National Center for

11 Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global analysis and integrated

12 up to 96 h. A set of six PBL sensitivity experiments are conducted

13 at four stages for all seven TC cases to analyse the impact of the

14 model boundary layer in simulating the TC track and intensity

15 parameters. The model-produced track, intensity and rainfall pat-

16 terns are evaluated with the best track, intensity and gridded

17 rainfall estimates obtained from the India Meteorological Depart-

18 ment (IMD). The spatial and radius/height section simulated fields

19 are evaluated with satellite retrievals. Results depict that the six

20 PBL schemes during model initialization at different stages of a TC

21 have produced sizable differences in the simulation of track and

22 intensity parameters. The local and nonlocal schemes produced

23 different results based on the TC stage at which the model is ini-

24 tialized. The results also suggest that if the model is initialized with

25 a non-organized cyclonic vortex such as depression stage of the

26 storm, PBL schemes exhibit high sensitivity and spread in terms of

27 both track and intensity. While the spread between PBL schemes

28 was significantly reduced and found close to the observed estimates

29 when the model was initialized at the advanced stages of the TC. In

30 addition, the local 1.5-order closure scheme simulated the storm

31 parameters relatively better when the cyclone vortex was not well

32 organized in the model’s initial conditions, while the non-local and

33 first-order closure schemes perform better with initial model con-

34 ditions of a well-defined cyclonic vortex.

35Key words: Tropical cyclones, WRF model, planetary

36boundary layer, post monsoon, Bay of Bengal.

37

381. Introduction

39The Indian subcontinent receives most of the

40rainfall during the southwest monsoon and the

41amount of annual rainfall varies with the periodical

42formation of synoptic disturbances over the Bay of

43Bengal (BOB) and Arabian Sea (Samala et al. 2013).

44Rain shadow regions located in the southern part of

45India, like Tamil Nadu and south-western parts of

46Andhra Pradesh and Orissa, receive a significant

47portion of rainfall during the post-Monsoon season

48(October–December) due to the formation of

49depressions and tropical cyclones (TCs). The annual

50rainfall over these regions highly depends on the

51depressions and TCs (Kumar et al. 2010) formed

52under the favourable atmospheric thermo-dynamical

53conditions (Gray 1968) over the BOB. Though TCs

54play a critical role in transferring heat and moisture

55from the regions of warmer lower latitudes to colder

56higher latitudes, they can cause extensive damage to

57lives as well as property, especially in coastal

58regions. Therefore, improvements in an advanced

59accurate prediction of TCs in terms of intensity, track

60and associated wind along with its rainfall is essential

61to give lead time forecast warnings and to mitigate

62the disasters, especially over coastal areas to avoid

63loss of life and property. Conventional studies indi-

64cate the prediction of the cyclone movement is

65challenging over the BOB due to its higher variability

66(Raghavan and Sen Sarma 2000). However, recent

67studies reveal that the capability of cyclone track

68prediction is improved significantly with the supply
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69 of realistic initial conditions, though the prediction of

70 cyclone intensity still needs to be improved (Mohanty

71 et al. 2014; Yesubabu et al. 2014a; Mandal et al.

72 2016).

73 Simulation of TCs using a numerical weather

74 perdition model is highly sensitive to several factors

75 such as initial conditions, horizontal and vertical

76 model grid resolutions (Bhaskar Rao et al. 2009;

77 2010) and physical parameterization schemes, etc.

78 (Ma et al. 2012; McFarquhar et al. 2006; Fovell and

79 Su 2007). Many studies (Mandal et al. 2004; Bhaskar

80 Rao and Hari Prasad 2007; Pattnaik and Krishnamurti

81 2007; Srinivas et al. 2012) have been carried out to

82 examine the numerical model sensitivity to various

83 physics parameterization schemes in regards to both

84 individual impact and combined impact in predicting

85 the facets of TCs. Out of all model physics schemes,

86 the planetary boundary layer (PBL) plays a vital role

87 for TC predictions over any basin (Anthes 1982). The

88 PBL turbulence plays an influential role in the sim-

89 ulation of low-level circulation and the alteration of

90 primary and secondary circulation of a TC, genesis of

91 clouds and diffusion of dynamical and thermo-dy-

92 namical quantities, which are highly influential in

93 simulation of a TC’s track, intensity, structure, and

94 also the TC-induced rainfall (Kepert 2012). Also, the

95 boundary layer physics plays a critical role in mod-

96 ulating the energy transfer from the ocean surface to

97 the atmosphere which occurs through the ocean

98 mixed layer (Braun and Tao 2000). A number of

99 studies (Langousis et al. 2009; Smith et al.

100 2009, 2014; Smith and Thomsen 2010) have shown

101 that the surface drag and boundary layer diffusion

102 play a crucial role in the transport of heat, moisture

103 and momentum transport, and thus influence the low-

104 level winds, frictional convergence, structure and

105 intensification of the cyclone. Mellor and Yamada

106 (1982) showed that the use of higher-order PBL

107 schemes based on prognostic turbulent kinetic energy

108 (TKE) closure gives considerably higher intensity

109 estimates than the first-order, non-local schemes

110 based on eddy diffusivity approaches such as the

111 Yonsei University Scheme (YSU; Hong et al. 2006).

112 In the North Indian Ocean (NIO), several studies

113 have reported the advantages of high-resolution

114 mesoscale models for forecasting TCs using the

115 Fifth-Generation Penn State/NCAR Mesoscale Model

116(MM5) and Weather Research and Forecasting

117(WRF) models (Mohanty et al. 2004; Bhaskar Rao

118and Hari Prasad 2006; Bhaskara Rao et al. 2007,

1192009, 2010; Srinivas et al. 2007; Srikanth et al. 2016;

120among others). Most of these studies are restricted to

121a single TC case study to understand the model’s

122sensitivity with different PBL physics (e.g., Mandal

123et al. 2004; Srinivas et al. 2007, 2013; Deshpande

124et al. 2010; Ancy et al. 2014). Srinivas et al. (2007)

125studied the impact of convection, PBL and explicit

126moisture process on the track and intensity prediction

127of the Andhra severe cyclone (2003) using MM5.

128They showed that the Mellor-Yamada TKE closure

129simulated a highly intense storm and the k-profile-

130based non-local diffusion scheme, medium-range

131forecast (Hong and Pan 1996) produced the best

132simulation in terms of track and intensity. Osuri et al.

133(2014) studied the impact of surface roughness on the

134intensity of a TC Aila using the WRF model. They

135reported that the role of roughness length is less

136impactful on the simulation TC intensity during the

137developing stage; when the TC approaches the coast,

138higher values of surface roughness length produced

139relatively better performance in simulation of the

140TC’s track and intensity.

141Apart from the sensitivity studies of individual TC

142cases, there are also studies such as Srinivas et al.

143(2012) in evaluating the performance of the WRF

144model for five severe BOB cyclones by varying the

145convection, microphysics, boundary layer and land

146surface parameterisation schemes. Substantial chan-

147ges in TC intensity are reported with the variation of

148PBL schemes and it is concluded that the physics

149combination of the Kain-Fritsch convection

150scheme (KF), Lin microphysics scheme, YSU PBL

151and NOAH Land Surface Model (NOAH-LSM)

152options provide the least errors for operational TC

153forecasting. Osuri et al. (2012) also showed similar

154results while evaluating the performance of different

155*parameterization schemes for five TCs formed over

156the NIO. Recently, Sateesh et al. (2017) showed that

157the YSU PBL scheme produced better results in terms

158of wind, pressure distribution and rainfall compared

159to the Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ) scheme in the

160simulation of TC Thane over the BOB with the model

161initialized at the cyclone stage of the TC. Chan-

162drasekar and Balaji (2012) pointed out the model
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163 sensitivity in simulation of TCs highly depends on the

164 prevailing synoptic conditions. The modelling studies

165 have also looked at the impact of initial conditions

166 over BOB cyclones (Mohanty et al. 2010; Chan-

167 drasekar and Balaji 2016; Yesubabu et al. 2014b).

168 Srinivas et al. (2013) analysed the significance of the

169 model initialising at different stages of the cyclone

170 and the results highlight the better performance of the

171 model initialized at a mature stage of the cyclones.

172 Greeshma et al. (2015) also reported the consistent

173 improvement in the model predictions when the TCs

174 are initialised at depression and mature stages, and

175 the increased skill of the model during mature stages

176 is attributed to the precise representation of the vortex

177 of the cyclones in the model through the initial

178 conditions.

179 In this study, we have evaluated the role of PBL

180 schemes in simulating TCs by initializing the WRF

181 model at different TC life stages. The PBL sensi-

182 tivity of the model is verified using the initializations

183 made at four TC life stages based on the intensifi-

184 cation, i.e., depression (DEP), deep DEP (DD),

185 cyclonic storm (CS) and very severe cyclonic storm

186 (VSCS). We have chosen the TC cases formed

187 during the post-monsoon season as the majority of

188 CSs formed over the BOB are during this season. In

189 addition, to maintain similar mean synoptic condi-

190 tions for all the TC cases, we have considered the

191 TCs which moved in a north to north-westerly

192 direction. Based on the above criteria, we have

193 considered seven TC cases and evaluated the skill of

194 six PBL schemes initialized at four TC life stages.

195 Further, we have made detailed track and intensity

196 analysis of the best-performing TC case. This paper

197 is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides brief notes

198 on the PBL schemes, Sect. 3 details the WRF model

199 and physics configuration, the results are provided in

200 Sect. 4, and finally, summary and conclusions are

201 given in Sect. 5.

202 2. Description for PBL Schemes

203 The PBL turbulence has an influential role in the

204 atmospheric dynamics and simulation of TCs due to

205 vertical mixing which can be parameterized more

206 precisely based on the quantities resolved with the

207mesoscale model. The spin of the cyclone vortex has

208an association with the dynamics of the PBL

209(Montgomery et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2014), sug-

210gesting the importance of the boundary layer in

211numerical models. The details of six PBL schemes

212used in this study in the simulation of TCs formed

213over the BOB during the post-monsoon are presented

214below.

2152.1. Yonsei University (YSU) Scheme

216The YSU scheme, as a first-order closure scheme,

217is a revised algorithm of general circulation models

218as well as medium-range forecasting models (Holt-

219slag and Boville 1993; Hong and Pan 1996). This

220model incorporates the entrainment process at the top

221of the PBL which enhances the mixing during

222thermal free convection and decreases during the

223mechanically forced convection.

2242.2. Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ) Scheme

225The MYJ scheme is developed based on Mellor

226and Yamada (1982) and is a local vertical mixing

227one-dimensional prognostic TKE PBL scheme with

228orders of 1.5 and level 2.5. It includes a term along

229with the heat and moisture fluxes that control them

230against their local gradients. This effect has been

231combined along with TKE and leads to the complete

232representation of the entrainment.

2332.3. Mellor–Yamada Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN)

234Scheme

235The closure constants in the Mellor and Yamada

236turbulence closure model were re-evaluated and a

237new prognostic equation for master scale length has

238been proposed in the MYNN model. It includes the

239liquid water potential temperature, total water con-

240tent and condensation (Nakanishi and Niino 2004)

241in a model grid in order to interact with micro-

242physics and radiation. In addition, the improved

243MYNN model can reproduce the Kelvin–Helmholtz

244instability and periodic oscillations which was not

245possible in the previous version of the MYNN

246model.
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247 2.4. Asymmetric Convective Model (ACM) Version 2

248 Scheme

249 The Asymmetric Convective Model version 1

250 (ACM1) is a modified version of the Blackadar

251 convective model (Blackadar 1978). The convective

252 transport initialized in the surface layer of the

253 model can spread all other layers in the PBL. The

254 major drawback of ACM1 is that there is no

255 representation of local diffusion in the upward

256 direction which results in unrealistic transport from

257 the lower layer to the upper layers. This drawback

258 has been resolved in ACM version 2 (ACM2) by

259 introducing the eddy diffusion component which

260 can simulate the vertical profiles more accurately

261 even when the gradient is decreasing near the

262 surface layer.

263 2.5. Bougeault–Lacarrere (BouLac) Scheme

264 The Bougeault–Lacarrere scheme, mainly

265 designed to include the orographically induced

266 turbulence, is a 1.5-order local closure

267 scheme widely used in air quality applications. The

268 option of TKE prediction is included by introducing

269 an additional prognostic equation. Once the TKE

270 intensity was predicted, eddy diffusion coefficients

271 and mixing lengths will be well defined for improved

272 simulations of dynamic fields (Bougeault and Lacar-

273 rere 1989).

274 2.6. Grenier–Bretherton–McCaa (GBM) Scheme

275 This scheme is also a 1.5-order local closure that

276 includes TKE prognostic equation, designed to study

277 the stratocumulus-capped boundary layers (Grenier

278 and Bretherton 2001). The scheme employs moist

279 thermodynamics based on the formulation proposed

280 by Mellor and Yamada (1982). The vertical transport

281 of TKE is increased for proper comparison with the

282 large eddy simulations. The scheme performs well in

283 dry convection cases and was tested for both fine as

284 well as coarse vertical resolutions in a single column

285 model.

2863. Data, Model Configuration and Experimental

287Details

288Advanced Research WRF (WRF–ARW) version

2893.8.1 is used in the present study in the simulation of

290a TC formed over the BOB. The terrain data for two

291domains used for this study is presented in Fig. 1a.

292The outer domain with 27 km includes Asian land

293and NIO and the inner domain with 9 km covers the

294BOB and Indian land regions. Details of model and

295parameterization schemes used for the study are

296given in Table 1. The model simulations are carried

297out with the best combination of microphysics, land

298surface, radiation and cumulus parameterization

299schemes adopted from the previous studies (Srinivas

300et al. 2012; Osuri et al. 2013; Kanase et al. 2015;

301Singh and Bhaskaran 2017). The WRF model is ini-

302tialized with the National Center for Environmental

303Prediction Global Forecast System (NCEP-GFS)

304Analysis 0.5� 9 0.5� resolution data, integrated up to

30596 h, and boundaries are updated at 6-h intervals. A

306suite of approximately 168 simulations was carried

307out for seven cyclones with six combinations of PBL

308schemes at four stages of TC initialization. The

309comparison and performance analysis of the results

310include a comparison of track positions, maximum

311sustained winds (MSW), central sea level pressure

312(CSLP), gradient wind, temperature anomaly, and

313winds with the observational data.

314Track positions, CSLP and MSW are considered

315from the TC best track data of IMD. Cooperative

316Institute for Research on Atmosphere (CIRA) prod-

317ucts of multi-satellite wind analysis, radius of

318maximum winds (RMW) and radius-height cross

319sections of temperature anomaly are used for the

320model comparison. The accuracy of the multi-satel-

321lite wind analysis is described in Knaff and DeMaria

322(2006) and Knaff et al. (2007) based on the verifi-

323cation analysis of radiosondes carried out during

3242007. The quantitative error analysis with different

325radiosonde data sets indicates that the bias and mean

326absolute error (MAE) for the estimates of maximum

327wind radii in all the storm quadrants were found be

328around 3 and 15 knots, respectively. The evaluation

329of TC radius and height estimates for gradient wind

330and a temperature anomaly has been carried out by

331Demuth et al. (2004) and their results indicate that the
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332 MAE and RMSE for gradient winds are found to be

333 in the range of 10.7–11.0 and 14.1–14.9 knots,

334 respectively, and the linear regression analysis

335 reveals that the AMSU-derived radius-height

336temperature anomaly shows temperature deviations

337in the range of 0.5–3.5 �C. The wind observations

338used in the validation of PBL schemes are quality-

339controlled radiosonde data obtained from IGRA and

340the errors in the wind field are very small (0.5\m/s)

341and clearly described in Durre et al. (2006). The

342rainfall verification analysis is carried out for the

343model predictions with all the PBL schemes by using

344the well-known contingency table, i.e., yes/no fore-

345casts (WMO 2008). Various thresholds for the

346rainfall categories are assigned by following the

347reports of the India Meteorological Department (IMD

3482014). To evaluate the rainfall prediction skill of the

349model, we computed three widely used skill scores:

350threat score (TS), percent correction (PC) and false

351alarm ratio (FAR; Murphy 1993). The 24-h simulated

352rainfall is compared with the IMD observations,

353satellite-derived rainfall data sets from Tropical

354Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) and CPC

355MORPHing technique (CMORPH) available at a

356horizontal grid resolution of 0.25� 9 0.2. The per-

357formance evaluation analysis of multi-satellite

358precipitation estimates by Sunilkumar et al. (2015)

Figure 1
a Two-way nested WRF model domains used in the study along with terrain height. b IMD best track positions of seven cyclone cases

considered

Table 1

Model configuration and parameterization schemes

No. of domains 2

Inner domain

dimensions

71.2�E–101.6�E; 2.4�N–28.3�N

Horizontal grid

resolution

27 km, 9 km

Vertical layers 51

Micro physics Lin et al. scheme

Cumulus scheme KF scheme

Land surface physics NOAH LSM

Radiation scheme for

shortwave

Rapid radiative transfer model for

global (RRTMG)

Radiation scheme for

longwave

Rapid radiative transfer model for

global (RRTMG)

PBL schemes YSU

MYJ

MYNN

ACM

GBM

BouLac

Role of Planetary Boundary Layer Processes in the Simulation
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359 revealed that the magnitude of bias (27%), FAR

360 (17.7%) and RMSE 13.9 (mm) are less, and POD

361 (62%) is high for the CMORPH during the north-east

362 monsoon seasons (from 2000 to 2010). Their study

363 also indicates the CMORPH and TRMM display

364 good performance in detecting low to moderate rain

365 events out of other precipitation estimates.

366 3.1. Short Description of the Life Cycle of Selected

367 Seven Cyclones

368 As described in the introduction, we have selected

369 BOB cyclones propagated in north-west direction

370 during the post-monsoon season (Fig. 1b). More

371 details, such as duration of the cyclone, landfall and

372 its category, etc., are given in Table 2. The Jal TC is a

373 severe cyclonic storm developed over the BOB and

374 crossed as a DD near the north of Chennai on 07

375 November 2010; it produced a good amount of

376 rainfall over the southern part of Andhra Pradesh.

377 The Thane TC is a VSCS, formed over the BOB as a

378 DEP on 25 December 2011 and crossed Pondicherry

379 on 30 December 2011. The Nilam TC formed on 28

380 October 2012 as a DEP over the BOB and moved

381 with many changes in directions and made landfall

382 near Mahabalipuram on 31 October 2012. VSCS

383 Phailin developed over the BOB with minimum

384 central sea level pressure of 940 hPa and maximum

385 sustained wind speed of * 60 ms-1 crossed at

386 Gopalpur, Orissa on 12 October 2012. Helen and

387 Lehar cyclonic storms formed one after the other and

388 moved in northwest directions. Helen originated over

389 the BOB, whereas Lehar is a remnant cyclonic

390 circulation from South China Sea. Both the cyclones

391 made landfall over Machilipatnam, Andhra Pradesh

392(22 November—Helen, 28 November—Lehar).

393VSCS Hudhudh formed over the BOB as a low-

394pressure system on 06 October 2014 and crossed at

395Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh, on 12 October

3962014.

3974. Results and Discussion

398This section is organized in two sub-sections, the

399first sub-section discusses the model performance

400based on the initialization at different stages of seven

401TCs and the second sub-section is the analyses of the

402results of PBL sensitivity for the TC Phailin case with

403different model initialization times. The results pre-

404sented and discussed in the following sections are

405obtained from a high-resolution model domain

406(9 km).

4074.1. Quantitative Errors for TC Track and Intensity

408The mean error (ME) and standard deviation (SD)

409along with its thresholds of ME ? SD and ME - SD

410are computed for the seven TCs in term of the vector

411track position, CSLP and MSW to illustrate the

412response of initial model conditions at different

413stages of the cyclone to different boundary layer

414schemes. The ME track error (Fig. 2) for seven TCs

415is in the order of 30–50, 100–120, 150–90 and

416200–250 km at 24, 48, 72 and 96 h, respectively,

417indicating the magnitude of the error is increased

418with the forecast lead time. Considerable reduction of

419the track error is noticed when the model is initialized

420at the DD stage rather than the DEP stage. The SD of

421the PBL schemes is large when the forecast length is

Table 2

Selected cyclones for the study formed in Bay of Bengal and moved in North west ward direction from 2010 to 2014

No. Name Duration Landfall Category

1 Jal 04–07 November 2010 Chennai SCS

2 Thane 27–30 December 2011 Pondicherry SCS

3 Nilam 28 October–01 November 2012 Mahabalipuram CS

4 Phailin 08–14 October 2013 Gopalpur, Orissa VSCS

5 Helen 19–23 November 2013 Machilipatnam, AP SCS

6 Lehar 23–28 November 2013 Machilipatnam, AP VSCS

7 Hudhudh 07–14 October 2014 Visakhapatnam, AP VSCS

CS cyclonic storm, SCS severe cyclonic storm, VSCS very severe cyclonic storm
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422 increased, and the error and deviation from its mean

423 is negligible when the model is initialized at DEP

424 stage of the cyclone. This could be due to the well-

425 defined cyclone vortex at the mature stage of the

426 system in these experiments. During the DEP to CS

427 stages, model storm location is dislocated around

428 30–60-km from the observed storm vortex, and may

429 have enhanced the track errors. These initial errors

430 are mainly due to the interpolation of global analysis

431 and lack of assimilation at the time of mesoscale

432 model initialization. Even though the mean model

433 track errors are increasing with the forecast lead

434 times, the sensitivity to the PBL in terms of local and

435 non-local schemes remains the same. The schemes

436 selected for this study are 1.5-order closure and local

437 schemes, except for YSU and ACM schemes which

438 are first-order non-local schemes. From ME analysis,

439 it is observed that the local schemes performed better

440when the cyclone vortex is defined more accurately

441upon model initialization and the model exhibited

442higher errors when it is initialized at the TC

443developing stage. The response of the non-local

444schemes in simulating the position of the cyclone is

445quite good when the system is well organized, i.e.,

446before and during the mature stage. From the

447sensitivity of the PBL schemes, the track error is

448minimal for the non-local schemes (i.e., YSU and

449ACM), whereas with the local schemes (i.e., MYJ,

450BouLac, GBM and MYNN), the track error is higher

451when the model is initialized at DEP, DD and VSCS

452stages. It infers that the PBL schemes exhibit high

453sensitivity with improper cyclone vortex at the time

454of model initialization. This can be noticed from the

455non-local and 1st-order closure schemes simulated the

456storm positions accurately when the cyclone vortex is

457not well established at time of model initialization

Figure 2
Mean errors in the vector track position computed for all seven cyclones with the model initializations at four stages of TC: a DEP, b DD,

c CS and d VSCS
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458 and the local 1.5-order closure scheme perform better

459 if we initialize the mesoscale model in the advanced

460 stage of the cyclonic storm. Also, reduction of the

461 initial error from DEP to mature stages suggests the

462 importance of the precise representation of the

463 cyclonic vortex in the initial model conditions.

464 The spatial plot of simulated vector tracks for the

465 seven selected cyclones initialized at four stages of

466 the cyclone (i.e., DEP, DD, CS and VSCS) along

467 with best track estimates of IMD are shown in Fig. 3.

468 The comparison of simulated tracks suggests that the

469deviation from the observed track positions is

470increasing for all the schemes with the lead time.

471With model initialization at the DEP stage, the spread

472between the tracks with PBL schemes is high and it

473starts reducing with initialization at DD stage; also,

474the faster movement of the storm is reduced as

475compared to DEP, except in the case of Hudhudh. At

476CS/VSCS stage initialization, the deviations in sim-

477ulated tracks and the movement of the storm are

478reduced significantly for all seven cyclone cases.

479Thus, the spread between the tracks simulated by

Figure 3
Model-simulated vector tracks for all selected cyclones with PBL schemes initialized at four cyclone stages
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480 different PBL schemes is relatively high at the TC

481 developing phase, while the spread is decreasing as

482 we move model initialization time to cyclonic and

483 VSCS, suggesting that the sensitivity of PBL is large

484 when the model initializes in the DEP stage rather

485 than in other initialization times. Out of all the PBL

486 schemes, the MYJ scheme followed by the ACM

487 scheme showed higher deviations from the observed

488 track estimates, and the BouLac PBL physics

489 produced the best results for the TC track simulation

490 followed by the YSU scheme.

491 To show the response of the model in simulating

492 the cyclone intensity parameters, we evaluated the

493 TC errors in CSLP (Fig. 4), MSW (Fig. 5) between

494 the simulated values (WRF) and IMD estimates for

495 each PBL schemes averaged for the seven TC cases.

496The ME and SD errors in CSLP are in the order of

497-6.6 to -1, -12.5 to -2.9 and -14.3 to -0.1 hPa

498and 1.18, 3.18 and 4.4 hPa for 24-, 48- and 72-h

499simulations, respectively. Meanwhile, in the case of

500MSW, the ME and SD errors are between 2.7 to 5.6,

5011.7 to 6.7 and -3.4 to 3.4 ms-1 and 1.2, 1.6 and

5022.1 ms-1 at 24, 48 and 72 h, respectively. It is seen

503that the model overestimates the cyclone intensity

504both in terms of CSLP and MSW with all PBL

505schemes and the intensity errors are found to be large

506between 42 and 72 h of model integration which is

507during the mature stage of the considered TC cases.

508The ME for CSLP (Fig. 4) is negative and MSW is

509positive during the deepening phase of the simulated

510storm when we initialize the model in DEP, DD and

511CS stages for all the PBL schemes; this suggests that

Figure 4
Same as Fig. 2 but for CSLP
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512 the model forecasts are over-estimated, except the

513 model initialized at the VSCS stage. The PBL

514 scheme-simulated winds are stronger than the

515 observed when the model was initialized from DEP,

516 DD and CS stage till it reached the highest intensi-

517 fication stage.

518 The time variation of CSLP from the VSCS stage

519 model initialization suggests that the mesoscale

520 model produces less intensity than observed and the

521 model has a tendency to overestimate the intensity

522 after 36 h of simulation. A similar pattern was also

523 observed in the ME of MSW (Fig. 5) calculated

524 against the IMD observations. The ME and SD of

525 CSLP and MSW suggest that MYJ followed by

526 BouLac schemes produced relatively lower errors in

527 simulated intensity fields. Though the track error was

528found to be high with MYJ scheme, the intensity

529pattern of the storm was well simulated, closely

530agreeing with the conclusion from the earlier work by

531Kanase and Salvekar (2015). They indicated that

532track and the translation movement of the TC was

533captured well by the YSU scheme, while intensity

534was reproduced well with the MYJ scheme as this

535scheme doesn’t allow mixing of converged surface

536air above the PBL, resulting in slow transport of

537moisture within the entrainment layer. The BouLac

538scheme produces higher storm intensity than the

539observation in all stages. However, the non-local and

540first-order closure schemes YSU and ACM depict

541slightly higher magnitude of the MSW than the MYJ

542and GBM schemes. These changes in the intensities

543with different PBL schemes are attributed to the

Figure 5
Same as Fig. 2 but for MSW
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544 differences in the estimation of turbulence and

545 surface drag coefficients employed in the local and

546 non-local turbulence approaches (Hill and Lackmann

547 2009; Srinivas et al. 2013). The drag coefficients in

548 local schemes is estimated from predictive TKE and

549 length scale, while non-local PBL schemes derive it

550 by making use of the friction velocity and PBL

551 height. From the analysis of seven cyclones, it has

552 been found that the Phailin TC is the best-simulated

553 storm with the least errors in all parameters followed

554 by Hudhudh, while other cases have moderate to

555 large errors.

556 4.2. PBL Sensitivity Analysis for Phailin

557 In the previous section, we have primarily

558 discussed the quantitative response of boundary layer

559 schemes on the model initialization time during a TC.

560 To analyse exclusively the behaviour of different

561 PBL schemes in simulation of the dynamical and

562 intensification process of TC, we considered TC

563 Phailin as the best case. TC Phailin was an intense

564 storm with an estimated CSLP of 940 hPa and MSW

565 of 115 knots which formed over the BOB after the

566 Orrisa super-cyclone (formed in 1999). The quanti-

567 tative performance analysis reveals that the response

568 of the PBL schemes with the different stages of

569 model initializations reveal TC Phailin is the best

570 case with minimum errors. In this section, the

571 strength of the cyclone with different PBL schemes

572 is analysed by making use of intensity parameters

573 such as CSLP, MSW, RMW, radial structure of the

574 TC, surface wind flow and accumulated rainfall

575 during landfall of the storm.

576 4.2.1 Changes in Simulated Track and Intensity

577 Parameters

578 The time variation of vector track error (VTE)

579 produced with six PBL schemes with the model

580 initialized at all four TC stages is shown in Fig. 6.

581 The initial storm position at DEP and DD stages is

582 away from the observed position by 30–40 km and so

583 the model-simulated tracks by different PBL schemes

584 are deviated to the northeast of the IMD estimates

585 and track errors gradually increased throughout the

586 life cycle. The VTE spread ranging from 20, 50, 100

587and 250 km in the DEP stage and 20, 60, 50 and

58850 km in the DD stage at 24, 48, 72 and 96 h,

589respectively, indicate the VTE simulated by the

590model is found to be higher in the DEP stage Also,

591there is clear difference between the simulated track

592errors by local (MYJ, BouLac, GBM and MYNN)

593and non-local (YSU and ACM) turbulence PBL

594schemes. In case of DD stage (Fig. 6b), the magni-

595tude of the track errors is reduced compared to the

596DEP stage, and the spread of track errors between the

597schemes is found to be constant after the simulated

598storm reached its mature stage. In contrast, the model

599track initialized at the CS stage is identical (Fig. 6c)

600to the observed storm and track errors are also less

601than 100 km with all the PBL schemes. Even though

602the VSCS shows the minimal track error and spread

603before landfall, the increase in track error and more

604spread between the PBL schemes is noticed after

605landfall (after 54 h). The significant reduction of

606errors in both CS and VSCS stages could be due to

607the presence of a well-established cyclonic vortex,

608and the position of model storm centre is very near to

609the observed storm in the model analysis. Thus, when

610the model is initialized at the DEP stage, VTE is

611found to be minimum for MYJ and maximum with

612ACM and YSU at almost all forecast times, while

613converse results are observed when the model is

614initialized at DD and higher stages of the storm. The

615other three PBL schemes (MYNN, GBM and

616BouLac) produced intermediate errors between

617MYJ and ACM. As seen in the quantitative track

618error analysis (Sect. 4.1), the track error is found to

619be higher for the non-local schemes compared to the

620local turbulence schemes, suggesting that the trans-

621lation movement of the simulated storm is found to

622be faster in non-local schemes compared to local

623turbulence schemes when the model initialization is

624at the DEP stage. When moving the model initial-

625ization close to the advanced TC stage, the errors in

626the translation movement of storm are significantly

627reduced and also non-local schemes perform better in

628producing minimum VTE compared to local

629schemes. Thus, when we initialize the model with a

630meagre cyclonic vortex, local turbulence schemes

631perform better than non-local and vice versa when we

632initialize the model with a well-defined cyclonic

633vortex.
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634 The time series comparison of simulated CSLP

635 and MSW along with IMD estimates for TC Phailin is

636 shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. At the DEP

637 stage (Fig. 7a), the model simulates lower CSLP and

638 higher MSW compared to IMD in the first 36 h of

639 simulation, and intensity differences are found to be

640 less sensitive with the PBL schemes. However, the

641 intensity starts to increase during the rapid intensi-

642 fication phase of the modelled storm and larger

643 difference is found when the model reaches its

644 mature stage. Interestingly, the rapid intensification is

645 clearly reproduced by all the schemes from 42 to 72 h

646 of simulation even though the model is initialized

647 before developing stages of the storm. A similar kind

648of response is observed when the model is initialized

649at the DD (Fig. 7b) stage, but the intensification rate

650is found to be high till 36 h of simulation and also it is

651seen that the weakening phase of the storm after 84 h

652of model integration is well simulated by all PBL

653schemes. When the model is initialized with CS and

654VSCS stages (Fig. 7c, d), all the PBL schemes nearly

655captured all three phases (deepening, mature and

656weakening) of the storm close to observed intensities.

657Moreover, the rapid intensification of storm both in

658term of its rate and duration was simulated well with

659all PBL schemes; however, the major difference was

660found during the mature phase of the storm. The

661BouLac scheme produced higher intensity while the

Figure 6
Time variation of vector track error for TC Phailin with the model initializations at four TC stages: a DEP, b DD, c CS and d VSCS
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662 MYJ scheme simulated weaker intensity; only the

663 YSU and GBM schemes captured intensity closer to

664 the observed. The deepening phase, as seen in

665 simulated CSLP, when the model initialized at VSCS,

666 is found to be longer (30–42 h) than the observed

667 duration and it could be due to the large pressure

668 difference between the model and observed storm at

669 the time of model initialization. As noticed in the

670 tracking error, the MYJ PBL scheme produced CSLP

671 with higher errors and ACM and BouLac exhibited

672 minimal errors in intensity than the other schemes.

673 Similar behaviour of intensity structure is also

674 observed as in the case of time evaluation of MSW

675 (shown in Fig. 8). However, the intensity of MSW

676 was over-estimated by all the schemes in the initial

677phase of simulation (36 h); furthermore, MSW was

678underestimated by 5–15 m/s during simulation of the

679mature phase at all stages of model initialization. The

680maximum underestimation of winds was found with

681all the PBL schemes when the model was initialized

682at the VSCS stage. The model with the BouLac PBL

683scheme produced the stronger winds at the observed

684intensification rate, except with an initial DEP

685condition; meanwhile, MYJ scheme produced rela-

686tively weaker winds compared to the other four PBL

687schemes. RMW, which indicates the intensity of a

688cyclone and the size of the cyclone vortex, is the

689distance between the centre of the storm and the

690maximum winds of the eye wall; it is one of the

691crucial parameters that needs to be understood. The

Figure 7
Same as Fig. 6 but for CSLP
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692 RMW calculated for the model simulations with four

693 stages of initialization are compared with corre-

694 sponding observations of CIRA (Fig. 9). In the DEP

695 stage, the model with all the PBL schemes simulated

696 RMW close to observed CIRA estimates during the

697 rapid intensification phase, but when the model storm

698 reaches its mature phase after 78 h of simulation, the

699 simulated RMW difference was found to be high. In

700 contrast, with the model initialized at the DD stage,

701 the simulated RMW is nearly same as observed and a

702 sudden raise is noticed during the weakening phase of

703 the storm between 90 and 96 h of model simulation;

704 this could be due to inability to simulate the observed

705 intensities after crossing the land surface. However,

706 with CS and VSCS stages, the RMW obtained from

707 PBL schemes is over-estimated, particularly during

708 the weakening phase of the storm, indicating a larger

709cyclone size simulated by the model than CIRA. The

710RMW simulated by the BouLac scheme is close to

711the observations when the model is initialized at all

712stages of TC, except the weakening phase of the

713storm with CS and VSCS initializations (Fig. 9c, d).

714At all stages of model initialization, the RMW spread

715between the PBL schemes is increasing with the

716forecast lead times, particularly when the model is

717simulated as a CS and VSCS, indicating the large

718sensitivity during weakening of the storm after

719landfall; this could be due to differences in simulation

720of drags and mixing coefficients in turbulence

721schemes. Therefore, the results of RMW parameter

722are in line with the intensities of CSLP and MSW.

723Thus, if we consider the model PBL sensitivity at

724the DEP stage of the storm, local PBL schemes

725predicted the simulated storm with intensity higher

Figure 8
Same as Fig. 6 but for MSW
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726 than the observed. However, the local schemes

727 produced a less intense storm when we shifted the

728 model initialization to a mature TC stage. One of

729 major causes for the less intensity in local schemes

730 could be due to the tendency of the local schemes to

731 simulate shallow PBL heights compared to non-local

732 schemes (Xie et al. 2012); an additional cause may be

733 the formation of the statically stable layers during the

734 growth of PBL, which inhibits the growth of PBL

735 into deeper heights (Cohen et al. 2015). Among local

736 schemes, the simulation of highest intensification

737 with the BouLac scheme is due to high and well-

738 defined eddy diffusion coefficients which can simu-

739 late higher turbulence levels and transfer momentum

740into deeper layers (Bougeault and Lacarrere 1989).

741The intensity changes observed with local and non-

742local PBL schemes can influence the simulation of

743vertical TC structure. To illustrate the clear impact,

744we have analysed the radial-height cross-section of

745wind and temperature anomaly by considering the

746best-performing case (BouLac) against one non-local

747(YSU) and local PBL scheme (MYJ).

7484.2.2 Radius-height Wind Structure of TC Phailin

749The radius-height cross section of the azimuthally

750averaged gradient wind and its simulated differences

751between the local and non-local scheme against the

Figure 9
Same as Fig. 6 but for RMW
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752 best-performing scheme (BouLac) are plotted at a

753 mature TC stage, i.e., on 1200 UTC of 12 October

754 2013, as shown in Fig. 10. The gradient wind

755 estimates obtained from CIRA indicate the band of

756 calm winds in the eye of the storm is narrow (20–25-

757 km) and the strongest winds (40–50 knots) extended

758 vertically from the surface to 10 km within the radius

759 of 90–220 km from centre of the storm; furthermore,

760 the wind strength in the eye wall region is reducing

761 gradually with vertical and horizontal distances of 10

762 and 200 km, respectively, from the eye of the storm.

763 Though the magnitude of maximum gradient wind is

764 more or less similar in all three experiments, the

765horizontal extensions of the strong wind region (50

766knots) differ in the three PBL schemes. The BouLac

767scheme initialized at various stages shows the

768presence of the strongest winds up to 10 km in a

769radius of 50–220 km from the eye of the storm,

770except during the DEP stage where the maximum

771winds do not exceed beyond 8 km from the surface,

772indicating moderate intensities simulated in the DEP

773stage. Although the vertical distribution of the

774maximum wind is not simulated in the MYJ PBL

775scheme at the DEP stage, the horizontal extension of

776maximum winds (50 knots) is well simulated with

777less deviation from CIRA. Also, when we move

Figure 10
Comparison of azimuthally averaged radius-height cross section of gradient wind (knots) obtained from CIRA with the BouLac scheme and

its differences with the local (MYJ) and non-local schemes (YSU) on 1200 UTC, 12 October 2013
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778 model initialization towards deepening stages of the

779 storm, there is a gradual increase in the gradient

780 winds in terms of spatial extent and intensity,

781 indicating the enhancement of inner core/eye wall

782 region of the storm. Also, the strongest gradient

783 winds simulated with the model initialized at an

784 advanced stages of the storm are in the order of 55

785 knots indicating all the PBL schemes slightly over-

786 estimated the gradient winds (5–10 knots). Consid-

787 ering the observation error limits of CIRA (MAE of

788 10.7 and RMSE 11.0 knots), the overestimation of

789 simulated gradient wind (5–10 knots) in the three

790 PBL experiments is slightly negligible. However, the

791 horizontal extension/width of simulated gradient

792 wind isotachs showed a distinct pattern in identifying

793 the regions of the eye (\ 10 knots), inner and outer-

794 wall and spiral band regions (ranging from 35 to 50

795 knots) of the storm among the PBL schemes which

796 are also not in the error limits of CIRA. The

797 horizontal extension of maximum gradient wind

798 region varies from 40 to 50 km in the YSU scheme,

799slightly extended (nearly 100-km) in simulations of

800MYJ and the best comparison (70–80-km) is found

801with the BouLac scheme. Thus, the vertical and

802horizontal distribution of gradient winds with the

803BouLac scheme represented more accurately the

804observed, except in the DEP stage, while the MYJ

805scheme produced relatively less deviations and

806observations close CIRA in the DEP stage.

807The radius-height sections of the radial wind

808(contour) and vertical velocity fields (shaded) at the

809mature phase of the storm (1200 UTC of 12 October

8102013) are shown in Fig. 11. The radial wind pattern

811shows the strong, low-level inflow (-20 m/s) nearly

812extended up to the radius of 100 km from the outer

813eye wall and spiral band regions of the storm and the

814strong upper tropospheric outflow (12–16-km) simu-

815lated with all PBL schemes. Strong upward motions

816(maximum of 1.4 m/s) around 50-100 km radius

817from surface to 14-km height are noticed with all the

818PBL schemes (Fig. 11), indicating that the model

819predicted ascending motions over the core region and

Figure 11
Distribution of azimuthally averaged radius-height cross section of simulated radial wind (contour) and vertical velocity (shaded) around TC

Phailin at 1200 UTC 12 October 2013
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820 descending motions (-0.4 to -0.8 m/s) in the eye

821 region, indicating the strength of the secondary

822 circulation. However, the YSU scheme has predicted

823 weaker inflow winds and resulting ascending motion

824 compared to other schemes, indicating that the YSU

825 scheme failed to simulate the secondary circulation of

826 the storm. The higher radial and vertical velocities

827 simulated by the MYJ scheme indicates the better

828 representation of secondary circulation leading a

829 high-intensity storm compared to the other PBL

830 schemes. As seen in the gradient winds, when we

831 move model initialization towards the advanced

832 stages of the storm, there is a gradual increase in

833 both radial and vertical winds, indicating the strength

834of secondary circulation is increasing with the

835advanced stages of the storm.

8364.2.3 Vertical Temperature Structure of TC Phailin

837The radius-height section of the azimuthally averaged

838temperature anomaly at the mature phase of the storm

839is shown in Fig. 12. The anomaly in temperature is

840computed as a deviation of temperature fields before

841progression of the storm to its mature stage (1200

842UTC 12 October 2013). The temperature anomaly

843obtained from CIRA indicates that the maximum

844warming of 5 �C occurs between 10 and 13 km of

845height with radius of 80 to 100 km, while the

Figure 12
Depiction of azimuthally averaged radius-height cross section of simulated temperature anomalies from BouLac, YSU and MYJ PBL schemes

with CIRA for TC Phailin at 1200 UTC 12 October 2013
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846 maximum cooling was noticed at a range of 3–6 km

847 in height, indicating strong convergence and associ-

848 ated evaporation results in cooling at lower levels and

849 the presence of strong outflow region resulting in the

850 subsidence of air and warming at the eye of the storm

851 in the mid-upper troposphere levels. Meanwhile, the

852 model-simulated temperature anomaly with all PBL

853 schemes indicates maximum warming of 6–10 �C at

854 a height of 6–12 km spread over 50–80 km. The

855 warming-related temperature anomaly is found close

856 to the observed value (6 �C) when the model is

857 initialized at the DEP stage, while the anomaly

858 increases up to 10 �C when the model is initialized at

859 advanced storm stages. Also, the magnitude of the

860 warming differs from scheme to scheme; maximum

861 warming of 6, 9, 10 and 10 �C is found at DEP, DD,

862 CS and VSCS stages, respectively, in YSU and

863 BouLac schemes. There is an increase in the mag-

864 nitude of the warming in non-local schemes when

865 model initialization move towards an advanced TC

866 stage, while the MYJ model exhibits a slightly

867 different trend in the magnitude of warming. The

868 MYJ scheme exhibits increased warming from DEP

869 to DD (8–10 �C) and a further decrease in temper-

870 ature anomaly (8–6 �C) at later stages, suggesting

871 that the strength of circulation and warming were

872 decreasing in the local MYJ scheme when the model

873 was initialized in advance storm stages. Considering

874 the error limits for CIRA (SD nearly 3 �C), the

875overestimation of simulated core warming clearly

876noticed in the advanced stages of the model initial-

877ization is negligible for the MYJ scheme (less than

8780.5 �C) and seems to be significant in case of the

879BouLac and YSU schemes which are in the order of

8801 and 2 �C, respectively. Therefore, as mentioned

881regarding the gradient wind, the PBL schemes

882simulated the storms with high intensity when the

883model was initialized at advanced stages of the storm.

884This could be due to the variations in the estimation

885of turbulence drag coefficients between local and

886non-local diffusion schemes. The difference in

887turbulent coefficients will primarily affect the surface

888wind flow (Srinivas et al. 2013; Hari Prasad et al.

8892015) and associated convergence in the TC inflow

890region which results in changes in thermo-dynamical

891processes, producing the different thermal structure

892of the TC.

8934.2.4 Vertical Distribution of Zonal and Meridional

894Winds at a Mature Stage

895The model initialization at different TC stages with

896different PBL schemes produced sizable differences

897on the simulation of wind profiles at Visakhapatnam

898(Fig. 13). The differences are found majorly in

899meridional winds compared to the radiosonde obser-

900vations at the DEP stage and thereafter the models are

901well predicted. As the model is initialized at

Figure 13
Comparison of zonal (left panel) and meridional (right panel) winds during the mature stage of the cyclone for a radiosonde station,

Vishakapatnam at 0000 UTC 12 October 2013
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902 advanced stages of the storm, the differences between

903 simulated and observed zonal and meridional winds

904 are matched well. And the winds at upper and surface

905 levels are also simulated close to radiosonde obser-

906 vations by all the schemes at CS and VSCS stages. At

907 DEP and DD stages, the winds simulated by all PBL

908 schemes show the wind flow is associated with a

909 relatively strong westerly component and moderately

910 weak northerly flow, whereas the observations indi-

911 cate the wind flow is mainly a northerly flow. The

912 possible reasons for model failure in producing winds

913 from surface to the mid-troposphere (up to 11 km) is

914 due to the fast translation movement of the simulated

915 storm. A sudden rise in the magnitude of the easterly

916 at 15-km height in the outflow region is well

917 simulated by all the PBL schemes; it is also seen

918 that the model exhibited consistent performance in

919 capturing the upper tropospheric wind pattern in

920 terms of the direction and intensity of the TC outflow

921 region irrespective of model initialization at all the

922 four stages. However, there are considerable fluctu-

923 ations in simulated zonal wind during the model

924 initialization at CS and VSCS stages. The radius-

925 height cross-section analysis shows the MYJ

926 scheme exhibits less errors compared to all other

927 five PBL schemes when the model is initialized at the

928 DEP stage, while the non-local PBL schemes perform

929 (YSU and ACM) better during the model initializa-

930 tion at CS and VSCS stages. Out of six PBL schemes,

931 the MYJ scheme produced weaker winds (on average

932 2–3 m/s) and the BouLac scheme produced stronger

933 winds ([ 5 m/s) when the model was initialized at

934 advanced storm stages which are significantly higher

935 than the errors limits of radiosonde (0.5 m/s). These

936 differences in the lower- and upper-level winds arise

937 mainly due to the variations of diffusion coefficients

938 and frictional velocities between the PBL schemes,

939 which could have impacted the lower-level radial

940 wind inflow and upper tropospheric outflow regions

941 of simulated TCs.

942 4.2.5 Surface Wind Analysis During Landfall

943 To examine the sensitivity of the PBL schemes in

944 simulating the wind pattern during landfall, surface

945 wind flow with different PBL schemes by varying

946 model initialization at four stages of the storm are

947presented in Fig. 14 along with the multiplatform

948winds from CIRA. The CIRA winds indicate a strong

949cyclonic storm with well-established circular sym-

950metry of maximum winds (wind speed between 64

951and 119 knots) around the region 17�N–20�N and

95284�E–87�E. A similar pattern is also seen with

953different PBL schemes, except with the BouLac

954scheme, with less intense cyclonic circulation. The

955maximum closed isotach in CIRA data clearly

956indicates that the system has not yet made landfall,

957but the model initialized during the DEP stage

958indicates the cyclone crossed the coast. The obser-

959vations show the maximum winds concentrated at the

960right rear sector of the observed storm with wind

961speeds ranging from 80 to 95 knots near the core of

962the cyclone, while the model-simulated wind is

96365–95 knots. To conclude, the MYJ scheme per-

964formed well with the DEP stage initialization and the

965BouLac scheme performed well with initializations at

966the DD and CS stages.

9674.2.6 Analysis of TC Phailin-Induced Rainfall

968Accurate prediction of the rainfall both spatially and

969temporally before, during and after landfall is crucial

970for decision makers for planning activities. The

971precipitation in tropical storms generally occurs

972around the wall cloud region of the cyclone due to

973organization of horizontal winds and clouds in spiral

974bands around a relatively calm central eye region

975characterized with subsiding vertical motion. As the

976maximum surface winds with all the PBL schemes

977are found to be more or less in right forward and rear

978sectors of the simulated storm, the maximum rainfall

979pattern is expected to shift towards the left forward

980sector of the storm, as mentioned by previous studies

981(Osuri et al. 2015; Greeshma et al. 2015; Dasari et al.

9822017). The gridded rainfall observation of IMD and

983the satellite-derived rainfall estimates of CMORPH,

984TRMM and CPC (bottom panel of Fig. 15) indicate

985the circular distribution of rainfall with heavy rainfall

986is confined to the left forward or south-west sector of

987the storm. The maximum rainfall (more than

988200 mm/day) is concentrated over coastal region of

989Orissa and northern Andhra Pradesh. The rainfall

990bands of the storm are extended up to north-central

991Andhra Pradesh.
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992 Modelling with all the PBL schemes showed more

993 or less similar rainfall patterns and failed to capture

994 the observed rainfall pattern in the north-western

995 BOB, and the maximum rainfall (approx.

996 200 mm/day) over the land portion is well matched

997with IMD and CPC. The overestimation of rainfall

998over the north-western BOB is found to be less

999(20 mm/day) in the simulations with DEP-stage

1000initialization and high (60–80 mm/day) with the

1001advanced stages of model initialization. Particularly,

Figure 14
Simulated surface winds at 1200 UTC 12 October 2013 with CIRA multi-satellite observations; the contours indicate the magnitude of the

wind in knots
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1002 the model in the three PBL experiments simulated

1003 higher rainfall (more than 80 mm/day) over the left

1004 forward sector of the storm, and considering the

1005 RMSE limits of CMORPH and TRMM (13 mm/day),

1006 the model significantly over-estimated rainfall over

1007 the north-western BOB. The dislocation of rainfall at

1008 the DEP stage of the model initialization is mainly

1009 due to the quick translation of movement in the

1010 simulated storm. The results of the model with the

1011 initializations at DD and CS stages indicate the

1012 observed rainfall over the land region of Orissa and

1013 southern parts of west Bengal are overpredicted. The

1014model initialization at the VSCS stage shows the

1015rainfall pattern over land nearly matches the spatial

1016distribution and amount of rainfall. Though intensity

1017analysis indicates the MYJ scheme produced a

1018weaker-intensity storm with advanced stages of

1019initializations, the relative decrease in simulated

1020rainfall has not been observed. Out of the four model

1021stages of storm initiation, the model initialized at the

1022VSCS stage matches well with the observed rainfall

1023pattern, and the simulated rainfall pattern by the

1024BouLac scheme is close to the observed intensity and

Figure 15
Comparison of simulated 24-h accumulated rainfall for TC Phailin on 12 October 2013 with the observational estimates obtained from IMD,

CMORPH, TRMM and CPC
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1025 the symmetric precipitation pattern, followed by the

1026 MYJ and YSU schemes.

1027 The PBL schemes predicted rainfall reasonably

1028 well over the coastal region, excess rainfall over the

1029 ocean region and slight underestimation is also

1030 noticed over land regions. To estimate the quantita-

1031 tive skill of the model with different PBL schemes on

1032 TC Phailin rainfall, a few skill tests have been

1033 conducted and presented in Fig. 16. The skill test was

1034 applied at each stage (DEP, DD, CS and VSCS) of

1035 the cyclone with different categories of the rainfall

1036 like moderate rain (C 10 to B 35.5 mm), rather

1037 heavy (RH; C 35.6 to B 64.4 mm), heavy rain

1038 (HR; C 64.5 to B 124.4 mm) and very heavy rain

1039 (VHR; C 124.5 to B 244.4 mm). The cyclone

1040 induced rainfall over the region, i.e., from 78�E–

1041 96�E, and 9�N–26�N is only considered to compute

1042 the statistics.

1043 Various thresholds such as TS, PC and FAR have

1044 been calculated from Eqs. (1)–(3) and results are

1045 presented in Fig. 16. The threat score of all PBL

1046 schemes is not up to the mark for all threshold

1047 categories, except VHR. This indicates the PBL

1048 schemes produced fewer hits and also the model

1049forecasts have grid-to-grid displacement error which

1050implies the presence of a spatial error. However, in

1051all stages, the simulations are good for VHR, and

1052hence it can be concluded that though there are

1053spatial errors in the predicted rainfall and the

1054simulations are good for higher thresholds. Among

1055the selected PBL schemes, the MYJ scheme followed

1056by the MYNN scheme has better TS. The higher PC

1057values at all stages suggest the maximum hit rate, and

1058it is increasing towards the higher threshold. Even

1059though the grid point rainfall predicted well (hit rate

1060is more), the highest false alarm is also noticed and

1061hence the lower values of TS are observed. The

1062higher values of FAR are seen more in the DD stage

1063than other stages and a reduction of FAR can be seen

1064towards the VSCS stage. From the above analysis, the

1065PBL schemes can predict the grid-to-grid rainfall

1066accurately with more non-occurrence rainfall.

10675. Summary and Conclusions

1068In this study, the sensitivity of boundary layer

1069processes initialized at various stages of a TC using

Figure 16
Rainfall error statistics (TS, PC and FAR) computed with IMD gridded rainfall for TC Phailin on 12 October 2013
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1070 the WRF-ARW model is studied. Six PBL sensitivity

1071 experiments (YSU, ACM, MYNN, BouLac, GBM

1072 and MYJ schemes) are conducted by varying initial

1073 conditions at four different TC stages. A total of

1074 seven post-monsoon cyclones formed over the BOB

1075 are chosen for this analysis. The performance of the

1076 model with different PBL schemes is evaluated

1077 against the best track data from IMD considering the

1078 parameters CSLP, MSW, the RMW and TRMM

1079 satellite-derived rainfall estimates. Out of all the six

1080 PBL schemes, the MYJ scheme followed by the

1081 ACM scheme exhibits higher deviations in simulating

1082 TC intensity, while the BouLac scheme followed by

1083 the YSU scheme produced minimum errors. The

1084 simulations with various PBL schemes show that the

1085 first-order non-local PBL schemes (YSU and ACM

1086 schemes) predicted the track positions with less error

1087 than 1.5 order than the local PBL schemes (MYNN,

1088 BouLac, GBM and MYJ schemes) predicted. The

1089 track error simulated with PBL schemes is highly

1090 sensitive to the initial model conditions. However, it

1091 becomes less sensitive with all PBL schemes, as

1092 simulated TC parameters are more or less in agree-

1093 ment with observations when the model is initialized

1094 at advanced TC stages. All schemes over-estimated

1095 the intensity of the TCs during the model initializa-

1096 tion at DEP, DD and CS stages; the BouLac

1097 scheme produced better intensity compared to

1098 observations.

1099 The performance analysis of seven cyclones

1100 suggests that TC Phailin was found to be best-simu-

1101 lated TC with least errors followed by TC Hudhudh.

1102 So, the model sensitivity to PBL schemes is studied

1103 by considering the detailed analysis of TC Phailin.

1104 The time series analysis of TC Phailin suggests that

1105 the model initialization with a weak cyclonic vortex

1106 and local turbulence schemes seems to perform better

1107 than non-local, and vice versa when the model is

1108 initialized with a well-defined cyclonic vortex. Also,

1109 the BouLac scheme produced stronger winds at an

1110 observed intensification rate, except with initializa-

1111 tion at the DEP stage of the TC stage, while the MYJ

1112 scheme produced relatively weaker winds compared

1113 to the other four PBL schemes.

1114 The results of radial-height cross-section of TC

1115 winds suggest that the strong surface inflow and

1116 upper tropospheric outflow is well simulated with the

1117model initializations at advanced stages of the storm.

1118Among the PBL schemes, the BouLac scheme simu-

1119lated better representation of the structures of

1120gradient and radial winds in the mature stage of the

1121storm, while the MYJ scheme was close to the

1122observed pattern when the model was initialized at

1123the DEP stage; when the error limits of observational

1124estimates (CIRA) are considered, the simulated dif-

1125ferences found in PBL schemes, particularly with the

1126BouLac and MYJ schemes, are highly significant.

1127Also, the surface analysis of winds confirms that the

1128MYJ scheme performed better with the DEP stage

1129initialization and the BouLac scheme performed well

1130with initializations at the DD and CS stages.

1131The rainfall simulated with all the schemes is

1132over-estimated for TC Phailin during landfall.

1133Among the four stages of TC initialization, the VSCS

1134stage matches well with the observed rainfall, espe-

1135cially with the BouLac scheme followed by the MYJ

1136and YSU schemes. The ACM PBL scheme produced

1137more rainfall over the ocean followed by YSU and

1138MYNN. The multi-category analysis of rainfall also

1139confirms the PBL schemes initialized during the

1140mature storm stages seem to produce realistic rainfall

1141distributions.

1142In this study, model simulations are carried out

1143with horizontal resolution of 27 and 9 km and with 51

1144levels. Model sensitivity to the horizontal and vertical

1145resolution is well known from previous studies

1146(Bhaskar Rao et al. 2009); the variation of vertical

1147resolution (Bhaskar Rao et al. 2010) especially

1148impacts the performance of TC predictions with PBL

1149parameterization schemes. Thus, the results of the

1150assessment may vary with the spatial and vertical

1151resolution of the model which is outside of the scope

1152of the selected experimental design.
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